The FastICA algorithm of Hyvarinen and Oja is a popular procedure for blind source separation of non-convolutive signal mixtures. Recently, two different extensions of this procedure have been proposed for convolutive blind source separation of speech and other signal mixtures. In this paper, we describe the major differences and compare the performances of these approaches, illustrating how signal deflation or coefficient orthogonalization is employed to maintain uniqueness of the separated system outputs for both synthetic convolutive mixtures and speech mixtures as recorded in real-room environments. Our numerical evaluations indicate that (a) coefficient orthogonality through paraunitary constraints provide more robust estimation behavior than least-squares signal deflation with unit-norm constraints, and (b) all-pass constraints can be used to improve the perceptual quality of the extracted speech when only signal deflation is employed.
INTRODUCTION
Microphone arrays offer opportunities beyond traditional singlesensor devices to collect and represent useful acoustic signals for speech recognition, acoustic communications, music recording, and industrial applications. Recently, work on convolutive blind source separation (BSS) has led to new algorithms for processing signals from microphone arrays to adapt their spatial selectivity and improve their overall performance and robustness to nonidealizes in sensor characteristics and placement. The convolutive BSS literature is growing rather rapidly, as a recently-published bibliography shows [1] . Convolutive BSS can be viewed as an extension to instantaneous BSS of linear spatial-only mixtures, in which the time-dispersive nature of the mixing process is employed to design procedures for adjusting multichannel filters to separate the signal mixtures.
The FastICA algorithm of Hyvärinen and Oja [2, 3] is one of the most well-known and popular procedures for independent component analysis (ICA) and instantaneous (i.e. non-convolutive) BSS. For an m-element linear non-Gaussian signal mixture, the procedure consists of a signal prewhitening stage followed by a set of m fixed-point iterative procedures that extract independent components using a non-Gaussianity signal measure. Coefficient vector orthogonality is typically used to guarantee uniqueness of the extracted components. The algorithm enjoys a number of useful properties, including fast convergence, guaranteed global convergence for certain mixing conditions and contrasts, and robust behavior when noise is present.
Recently, extensions of the FastICA algorithm to convolutive mixtures has been presented in [4, 5, 6] . The method proposed in [4] combines multichannel spatio-temporal prewhitening via multistage least-squares linear prediction with adaptive procedures for imposing paraunitary constraints on the multichannel separation filter. An extension of the method in [4] is presented in [5] , in which paraunitary constraints are imposed in a symmetric and joint fashion on all of the separation filters during adaptation. The method proposed in [6] employs unit-norm constraints on the m-dimensional multichannel separation filter at each stage and uses signal deflation to remove each isolated component from the signal mixture at each stage. It is not clear, however, what might be the advantages and drawbacks of the above variations on the original FastICA procedure, particularly for acoustic source separation tasks.
This paper presents a careful study and discussion of FastICA approaches to convolutive BSS. The differences between the methods in [4, 5, 6] are carefully delineated; moreover, the performances of these approaches are explored through separation studies involving synthetic and real-world convolutive mixtures. Our studies indicate that (a) FastICA employing signal deflation works best for "simple" convolutive signal mixtures involving two easily-resolved sources; (b) additional all-pass constraints on the individual separation systems can improve the perceived quality of the enhanced speech in signal-deflation-based implementations; and (c) FastICA employing paraunitary constraints can separate more-challenging signal mixtures involving three sources in a robust fashion.
SPATIO-TEMPORAL FASTICA FOR ONE EXTRACTED SOURCE
Let si(k), 1 ≤ i ≤ m denote m spatially-independent source signals, such that si(k) is statistically-independent of sj (l) for i = j, all k, and all l. These sources are measured in an m-dimensional signal mixture as
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, where {aijp} are the coefficients of the multichannel mixing system and νj (k) is uncorrelated Gaussian sensor noise. The goal of convolutive BSS is to compute a set of separated
where L is a filter length parameter, such that each yi(k) is a filtered version of one s i (k) for some unique set of assignments i → i, 1 ≤ {i . i} ≤ m. If this condition is achieved, all sources {s i (k)} are uniquely represented in the output signals {yi(k)} up to ordering and filtering ambiguities. The separation task then becomes one of adapting the m 2 L parameters {bijp} to achieve a separated result.
All FastICA approaches to instantaneous and convolutive BSS employ a similar coefficient update in the single-unit case, e.g. if only one of the sources is to be extracted. The simplicity of any FastICA approach is partially-achieved through sphering or prewhitening of the multichannel data. For instantaneous mixtures, prewhitening amounts to a linear transformation of the signal vectors, whereas in the convolutive case, prewhitening can be achieved through linear multichannel filtering. Let {hijp} be the impulse response of a multichannel prewhitening filter, such that the m signals
are uncorrelated in space and in time with unit variance. Define
Furthermore, define
as the separation system coefficient vector for the ith system output. Then, we compute the ith separated signal sequence as
for 1 ≤ k ≤ N , assuming a data record length of N samples, where {wijp} are the adjustable system parameters. The singleunit FastICA procedure is thus given by the following:
• Step 2: Update the coefficient vector as
where f (y) is the FastICA algorithm nonlinearity and f (y) is its derivative [2] .
• Step 3: Normalize the coefficient vector to unit length:
The choice of FastICA algorithm nonlinearity f (y) in (9) is governed by the same rules and considerations as in the instantaneous BSS case. Many choices of nonlinearity have been proposed, with the most popular ones being f (y) = |y| q−1 y for q ≥ 1 and f (y) = tanh(αy), α > 0.
COEFFICIENT ORTHOGONALIZATION VS. SIGNAL DEFLATION FOR EXTRACTING MULTIPLE SOURCES
In BSS, the goal is to estimate all of the sources in a linear mixture. The differences between various implementations of FastICA are due to how uniqueness of the individually-extracted sources is maintained. Clearly, one could run m different single-unit FastICA procedures independently in hopes of estimating all m sources in the signal mixture, but there is no guarantee that these separate procedures won't converge to similar solutions. Rather than describe all possibilities, we delineate the choices made in [4, 5, 6] .
Signal Deflation. Since the single-unit FastICA procedure assumes a mixture containing m sources, it is straightforward to develop an inductive procedure for extracting sources one-by-one from the mixture. The basic concept of signal deflation is to use the estimated source signal in y(k) to estimate and then remove the component of y(k) in each of the prewhitened input signals {vj (k)}, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. This removal could be performed by leastsquares methods, in which the residual error signal replaces the input signals in the update procedure. After removal, the number of sources is reduced by one, and the overall separation procedure is repeated by adapting a new coefficient vector wi+1. Note that the data prewhitening matrix must be re-computed at each separation step after deflation.
The main advantages of this approach are its conceptual simplicity and use of existing computational procedures. The main drawback of the method is its poor performance for all but the simplest signal mixtures. In essence, any attempt to remove one signal from a set of other signals through linear estimation and subtraction is imperfect, and a residual signal that is correlated to the removed signal will likely remain. Thus, this residual signal can potentially be extracted again from the signal mixture, leading to wasted computational resources. This issue led the authors of [6] to propose a scheme that attempts to avoid such duplication through coefficient initialization, using
where B is an (nL × nL) prewhitening matrix and K is a unit filter [6] . Although details regarding the form of B were not given in [6] , we have determined that using an inverse Cholesky factor of the autocorrelation matrix appears to be beneficial, whereas an arbitrary prewhitening operation, e.g. computed using an eigenvalue decomposition, can harm performance. Moreover, placing the unit-norm constraint alone on the separation system coefficient vector leads to unconstrained frequency response adaptation and can result in a less-listenable separated result.
Coefficient Orthogonalization.
A alternative technique to ensure component uniqueness is coefficient orthogonalization via adaptive paraunitary constraints [4, 5] . This technique exploits the statistical orthogonality of the prewhitened signals {vj (k)} in space and in time, and constrains {wijp} to be jointly paraunitary, satisfying the conditions
where Q is an integer less than L due to the finite length of the separation system and wipq is assumed to be zero outside of the range 0 ≤ q ≤ L − 1. Paraunitary filters are the multichannel extension of allpass filters and have numerous applications in coding and system modeling; for details, see [7] . The constraints in (12) are the spatio-temporal extension of orthonormality constraints on the rows (or columns) of a square matrix used by the FastICA procedure for instantaneous BSS. Paraunitary constraints come in two forms: (1) asymmetric and (2) symmetric. Asymmetric paraunitary constraints guarantee that the ith separation system coefficients are space-time orthogonal (paraunitary) to the first (i − 1) separation system coefficients, whereas symmetric paraunitary constraints impose space-time orthogonality jointly on all m coefficient vectors of the system. Efficient iterative algorithms that achieve such coefficient orthogonalization have been developed; see [8] for examples.
As paraunitary filters employ structural constraints on the parameters, these constrained FastICA approaches are more robust than signal deflation-based schemes. The performance of the paraunitary-constrained methods tends to be slightly worse than methods based on signal deflation when the signal mixtures are of low dimension (i.e. two-source mixtures, shorter mixing filters), and they perform better than other approaches for three-source mixtures and more challenging signal conditions.
After signal prewhitening, each of the separation systems can be implemented as an allpass filter satisfying the following constraint:
Such constraints can be enforced at each iteration by normalizing each complex Fourier-transformed filter weight by its amplitude. This process does not guarantee uniqueness of the separated result, so allpass constraints can be paired with signal deflation for performance evaluation.
NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, we present a number of numerical results comparing the behavior of signal deflation-based and coefficient orthogonalization-based spatio-temporal FastICA procedures. For the signal deflation based algorithms, we employ either unit-norm or allpass constraints, and least-squares methods are used to estimate and remove the contribution of the extracted source from each of the multichannel mixtures. A full description of the paraunitarybased methods can be found in [5, 8] . We first perform experiments with synthetic data generated according to an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model to explore performance relationships. A signal mixture of three i.i.d sources is generated with m = 3, i.e. as
where x(k) is the observed mixture and s(k) is a the source signal vector. Each s k is a random binary (antipodal) signal taking values of (±1). The matrices Ai and Bi are Fig . 1 illustrates the performances of algorithms employing allpass and unit-norm constraints, respectively, on each of the m separation systems, where f (y) = y 3 , L = 12, N = 5000, and least-squares signal deflation is used. The top row in Fig. 1 shows the signals after separation when unit-norm constraints are imposed, whereas the bottom row shows performance with allpass constraints. Clearly, unit-norm constraints do not enable the third source to be extracted in this situation, whereas all three sources are reliably extracted when allpass constraints are used.
We now explore the behavior of several spatio-temporal FastICA approaches for speech separation. For these experiments, data was generated in an acoustically-isolated laboratory environment (4.6m × 4m × 2.7m) with up to three loudspeakers playing recordings of talkers (one female and two male) as the sources. The sources were located 127cm away from three omnidirectional microphones and were spaced at angles of −30
• , 0 • , and 27.5
• from the angle of incidence of the nearly-uniform microphone array with inter-sensor spacing of 4 cm. The room reverberation conditions correspond to a reverberation time of 300ms. All measurements were made using 7 seconds of data per channel and a 48kHz sampling rate and were downsampled to an 8kHz sampling rate for processing. In Table 1 and 2 we show the signal-tonoise-plus-interference (SINR) improvement obtained with twosource and three-source mixtures. SD-UNC corresponds to the signal deflation-based algorithm with unit-norm constraints, SD-APC corresponds to signal deflation with allpass constraints, PC-ASYM corresponds to paraunitary constraints implemented in an asymmetric fashion, and PC-SYMM corresponds to paraunitary constraints implemented in a symmetric fashion. The filter length both for prewhitening and separation systems was chosen to be 128-taps per channel, as longer filters in signal deflation mode did not yield an improvement in the performance and can lead to decreased performance due to the unconstrained nature of the adaptation.
From Table 1 , we observe that unconstrained signal deflationbased methods achieve the highest SINR for two-source mixtures, outperforming other approaches.
The quality of the separated speech, however, is not as good. The first row of Fig. 3 shows the spectra of the separated sources obtained using only unit-norm constraints. By comparison with the original source spectrograms in Fig. 2 , the unit-norm-constrained method has a persistent tonal character that sounds unnatural. Moreover, while imposing allpass constraints in signal deflation mode tends to reduce overall SINR, the perceptual quality of the separated outputs is much higher. The methods based on paraunitary system constraints have a higher SINR and a slightly-better perceptual quality as compared to the allpass-constrained approaches in this situation.
For mixtures of m = 3 speech sources, the situation is much different, as can be seen in Table 2 . Here, both signal-deflationbased approaches fail to extract one of the sources, a typical result for signal mixtures containing more than two sources, and the allpass constraints are not able to help in this regard. For the unit- [5, 8] 10.25 8.81 9.28 PC-SYMM [5, 8] 10.73 8.21 9.47 norm-constrained method, the perceptual quality of the separated sources had a metallic, tonal character. The methods employing paraunitary constraints are able to separate all three of the sources in the signal mixtures.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers several existing variations of the popular FastICA algorithm for separating convolutive mixtures when implemented using time-domain convolutions. Two techniques for obtaining unique separated sources at each system output have been reviewed. Different types of system constraints -unit-norm, allpass, and paraunitary -can also be considered in designing such algorithms. Numerical evaluations of several candidate approaches indicate that allpass constraints can be used to improve the usefulness of spatio-temporal FastICA approaches employing signal deflation; however, signal deflation-based methods are sometimes unable to extract more than two sources from a multiple-source mixture. Spatio-temporal FastICA methods employing paraunitary constraints provide the most robust behavior for challenging signal mixtures and readily achieve three-source signal separation.
